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Your partner in digital resources.
For over 75 years, ProQuest has built a storied past like no other in preserving,  
handling, and building paths to digital documents. Through partnerships with  
institutions around the world; ProQuest preserves, digitizes, and curates rich, vast  
and varied information and packages it with digital technologies. These services enable 
institutions to make discoverable, share and manage rare or previously inaccessible  
documents wherever and whenever a researcher needs access – these documents  
are available digitally 24/7, and in some cases, accessible on a mobile phone. This  
improves research outcomes by allowing for new discoveries, connecting disparate  
content sets in new and meaningful ways. ProQuest is uniquely positioned to support  
you broadly across your digital migration needs with content including the largest  
and most relevant range of digitized historical periodicals, more university presses  
participating in ebook offerings, and unique services such as Video Preservation and  
Discovery Services (VPDS) and Digital Archiving and Access Program (DAAP) for  
dissertations. Shifting patron needs are accommodated through intuitive access that  
allows researchers to quickly and easily find relevant information and utilize research  
insights. Whether you consult with our team of experts or utilize additional tools, like 
Intota™ Assessment, you have the ability to assess your physical and digital holdings  
and identify cost savings up-front, and find opportunities to move from print to  
electronic. After digital migration, an innovative new library service platform, like  
Intota™ can manage and provide access to a library’s digital holdings.



MANAGE INFORMATION RESOURCES 
Intota™

Transform library automation

Intota™ is a library services platform designed to address the  
key needs of today’s libraries. It manages electronic collections  
and supports the expectations of the modern patron. Intota™ 
combines industry-leading discovery, linking, collection 
management and assessment in one system built on a 
comprehensive knowledgebase. With Intota™, ProQuest offers 
transformative workflows that fundamentally change the way 
libraries serve their users. The visionary platform seamlessly 
addresses the biggest issues libraries face without requiring a 
challenging and lengthy systems migration. Intota™ is built to 
accommodate the evolution of library content, while delivering  
on the current demands of all users.

And now with the Introduction of My Intota™, library staff can 
benefit from a big picture view of their daily activities and  
database management tasks all in a centralized workspace. 

This new feature streamlines library management and  
increases efficiency by providing easy access to frequently  
used tools for effectively maintaining e-resources.

In 2015, the transformation continues. Development of Intota™ 
V2 is currently underway with plans to launch initial Acquisitions, 
Description and Delivery functionality by the end of 2015.  
Ask your account representative to learn more.

Intota™ Assessment
Showcase library value through  
more informed collection decisions

Intota™ Assessment is the market leading library collection analysis 
and assessment tool that provides a holistic view of a library’s 
collection, and enables accurate decisions based on real evidence. 

A library can turn to Intota™ Assessment for both quantitative and 
qualitative analysis. Supported by authoritative Books in Print®, 
Resources for College Libraries™, Ulrich’s™, and the ProQuest 
knowledgebase, it also automates ingestion of library data 
including COUNTER reports.

Innovative views and metrics on collection usage empower 
librarians and staff to focus on delivering higher value services 
to patrons. Try the robust suite of business intelligence tools 
of Intota™ Assessment to make informed decisions regarding 
collection development today. 

Ebooks
Streamline user experience with redesigned  
LibCentral and new ebrary® reader 

ebrary and EBL are making great strides in the development  
of a new integrated platform coming in 2015. This new ebook 
platform will be called ProQuest Ebook Central™ and will integrate 
key elements from both ebrary and EBL - Ebook Library, along 
with all-new functionality, delivering a next-generation experience 
for researchers and librarians around the globe. In early 2014 EBL 
launched a completely redesigned LibCentral. Now available to EBL 
customers, it will become the backbone for the combined platform. 
ebrary also recently launched a completely redesigned online 
reader that will become the foundation for the patron experience 
in the combined platform. Together we offer an unparalleled ebook 
experience; with the widest content offering, most innovative and 
flexible models, and end-to-end workflow solutions that support 
libraries and researchers today and into tomorrow.
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New ebook platform to be  
called ProQuest Ebook Central™!  
Will integrate key elements from both ebrary and EBL.
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“The launch of Intota is a transformational step for libraries and reflects 
the dominant presence of e-resources in a library collection. The change 
in direction from print to electronic requires new workflows for managing 
and assessing our collections. As we transition to a unified workflow, 
we are better able to provide our students, faculty, and other library 
users innovative methods of discovering and accessing information, 
while providing our librarians with better data to drive our collection 
management decisions.”                                                                                                            

—Judi Guzzy, Technical Services Librarian, Johnson County Community College and Intota Development Partner

The Summon® Service
Streamline ebrary and EBL holdings automatically 

ProQuest streamlines librarian workflows by automating 
e-resource updates in its knowledgebase supporting the Summon® 
service. Currently available for EBL and ebrary holdings, this new 
process relieves the burden for librarians who manually maintain 
digital assets. It also enables more efficient marketing of collections 
by streamlining title availability and discoverability. The data 
supporting Demand-Driven Acquisition models is automatically 
ingested into the knowledgebase and regularly updated, allowing 
libraries to improve the “just-in-time” collection development 
strategies. Libraries can maximize automation with Intota™, by 
using the new library services platform. This delivers more detailed 
e-resource holdings information and more frequent updates 
through an integrated API.

Books In Print®

Get the ultimate book discovery tool 

Books In Print® combines the most trusted and authoritative 
source for bibliographic information and includes powerful  
search, discovery, and collection development tools. With over  
20 million global titles in Books In Print, libraries have a full range 
of information including: in print, out of print, and forthcoming 
books, as well as ebooks, audio books, and multimedia titles. Using 
Books In Print, libraries can also decide to source a title from the 
vendor, ebook platform, or online retailer of their choosing. Now 
combining Intota™ Assessment with the full offering of Books In 
Print, libraries can streamline book discovery and the acquisition 
process. 

SEARCH AND DISCOVER 
The Summon® Service and ProQuest Flow™

Integrate discovery with reference  
management seamlessly

The integration of the Summon® service with Flow™ transforms 
end-to-end researcher workflows and delivers a modern, 
engaging and powerful research experience for today’s library 
user. With the integration of Flow, users can save, manage, and 
share their research straight from the discovery experience. This 
makes research discovery more intuitive and powerful, while 
also increasing knowledge-sharing and collaboration among 
researchers. 

Users can now:
•	 Link	both	accounts	with	single	sign	in
•	 Save	results	from	the	Summon	service	directly	 
 to Flow within the search results page 
•	 Access	past	research	sessions	during	their	current	 
 or future searches within the Summon service 



“The breadth and depth of the Academic Complete collection 
complements our DDA ebooks program. It saves us money and  
allows our users to have unlimited multi-user access to all titles.”                                                                                                            
— Karen Fischer, Collections Analysis Librarian, University of Iowa
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360 Link
Increase reliability beyond what is available  
through traditional OpenURL link resolvers 

360 Link with IEDL technology and the new sidebar helper frame 
provides the most direct and straightforward access to full-text. 

It responds to more than a decade of unmet user expectations  
with traditional link resolvers. Whether searching in a discovery 
service, Google Scholar, A&I database or any other popular 
platform; researchers will be able to experience more reliable 
and direct access to full-text, compared to other OpenURL link 
resolvers. The new sidebar element allows libraries to maintain  
a seamless presence in the researcher’s workflow while providing 
opportunities to promote additional resources and easy access  
to library services, including interlibrary loan, reference chat and 
citation management tools like Flow. 

Syndetic Solutions™

Enhance the library catalog through enriched book data

As collection browsing shifts from physical shelves to a digital 
environment, library catalogs need to provide users with rich 
data. With Syndetic Solutions™, the premier source of specialized 
enriched book, ebook and media content, you can now bring your 
catalog to life. Syndetics is specifically designed to enhance library 
online catalogs and discovery layers offering more than 40 million 
unique descriptive data components with content for books, CDs 
and DVDs. For subscribers of the Summon discovery service,  
the addition of Syndetics’ content helps the library deliver a more
engaging experience—matching the expectations users have 
developed using open web search engines.

LibraryThing for Libraries™

Easy share for Book Display Widgets™

With easy sharing, Library Thing for Libraries™ customers will h 
ave the ability to share a “picture” of their Books Display Widgets™ 

carrousel and post it on their Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Tumblr, 
or email newsletter page. With a quick click, libraries can turn 
dynamic, moving widgets into shareable images optimized for the 
service they’re being used for. 

Book Display Widgets is also an ideal tool to showcase your print 
and ebook collections. Now when you purchase or renew ebrary® 
Academic Complete™ from ProQuest, the Books Display Widgets 
from LibraryThing for Libraries is automatically included. This 
is just one of the many enrichment elements LibraryThing for 
Libraries offers your library’s online catalog.

ProQuest® Research Companion 
Improve student research and support  
core information literacy principles 
Research Companion is the flagship information literacy product 
from ProQuest, built to help students do more effective scholarly 
research and to support educators as they teach the core 
information literacy principles of finding, evaluating, and using 



information. It is a complete solution that incorporates more  
than 80 short videos, customization features, pre- and post-
assessment questions, and interactive tools to automate parts  
of the research process. 

Research Companion now offers on-demand reporting for  
usage and assessment data. Based on review of tens of thousands 
of assessment questions attempted, performance improves by  
nearly a third after students watch the instructional videos. 

Resources for College Libraries™ 
Access ebooks selected as Resources  
for College™ Libraries titles easily 

Universities, colleges, and other institutions can provide their 
students, faculty, and researchers with anytime, anywhere access 
to digital editions of ebooks selected as Resources for College 
Libraries™ (RCL) titles. ebrary and EBL continue to partner with  
RCL to offer online access to RCL titles. Initial implementation will 
allow ebrary and EBL customers to:

•	 Select from thousands of RCL titles for perpetual archive  
 acquisition or addition to their PDA profiles

•	 Browse available RCL titles by subject, publisher and  
 publication date

ACCESS AND WORK WITHIN CONTENT 
ebrary® Academic Complete™

Award-winning subscription database trusted  
by libraries around the world
Academic Complete is a collection of scholarly ebooks from 
leading publishers. With coverage across all academic disciplines,  

it is an ideal foundation for a university ebook collection. Academic 
Complete is available as a full subscription or as individual subject 
databases that may be licensed separately. 

In 2015, the 16 subject areas traditionally offered by ebrary will 
be realigned into 10 subject areas to complement offerings across 
ProQuest such as journals, dissertations, newspapers, video, and 
more. To help libraries drive discoverability and usage of ebooks, 
all subscriptions will include the LibraryThing for Libraries™ Book 
Display Widgets™, enabling libraries to create virtual book displays 
of key titles on their homepage, catalog, Facebook page, blog and 
other digital display areas.

ProQuest and Ex Libris
Major databases including ProQuest Central  
are now indexed and discoverable in Ex Libris Primo
Nearly 200 of ProQuest’s most widely used databases are now 
indexed in the Ex Libris Primo Central index of scholarly electronic 
resources. For mutual customers, this makes the content much 
more discoverable by way of the Primo discovery service. 

Enhanced ebrary ebook discovery  
on the ProQuest platform
ProQuest platform now serves related ebrary ebooks  
on document view pages
ProQuest is always looking for new ways to serve researchers, 
regardless of where they start their search. To this end, we’ve 
added ebrary ebooks to document pages on the ProQuest  
platform. When a researcher accesses a document on the  
ProQuest platform they will be served up to three related  
ebooks from the institution’s ebrary collection.
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GET THE COMPLETE PICTURE  
OF 20TH CENTURY HISTORY 
Digital National Security Archive (DNSA)
Two new collections added and another anticipated in 2015

Researchers can gain searchable access to newly declassified 
documents and memoranda shedding fresh light on key periods in 
U.S. history with the release of three major new DNSA collections.

•	 Collection	43:	The	Kissinger	Conversations	Supplement:	 
 A Verbatim Record of U.S. Diplomacy, 1969-1977  
 Henry Kissinger is a larger-than-life figure in contemporary  
 American culture. This new collection brings forth previously  
 unavailable portions of his official record providing a rich  
 seam of new material for researchers interested in his life  
 and work. This latest compilation updates the National  
 Security Archive’s substantial body of documents focusing  
 on Kissinger’s roles in policymaking and international  
 diplomacy under U.S. presidents Nixon and Ford. 

•	 Collection	44:	Electronic	Surveillance	and	the	National	 
 Security Agency: From Shamrock to Snowden - Since 2013,  
 when Edward Snowden leaked classified National Security  
 Agency (NSA) documents, issues of privacy, security and  
 global surveillance have commanded intense public  
 scrutiny. This latest DNSA collection allows researchers to  
 go deeper into this controversial subject by providing the  
 most authoritative publicly available collection of historical  
 primary sources on the subject, including a comprehensive  
 set of the actual documents leaked by Snowden.

•	 CIA	Covert	Operations	II:	The	Year	of	Intelligence,	1975  
 Four decades before the Snowden and WikiLeaks  
 revelations, the U.S. intelligence community faced a  
 groundbreaking “season of inquiry” by Congress, the  
 executive branch and the media following revelations of  
 serious official abuse and wrongdoing. This document set, 

the second in the Archive’s series on the CIA, features numerous 
recently declassified government documents that provide 
background into that critical period of American history as  
well as important insights into contemporary issues of secrecy, 
surveillance, and the protection of civil liberties.

ProQuest® Executive Branch Documents  
(1789-1932), Part 2 (1933-1939)
New content being added

Access a wide array of documents produced by the Federal 
government. In addition to offering a record of Federal department 
and agency activities, this collection provides insight into virtually 
all facets of society. Explore changes in the functions of the U.S. 
Federal agencies from our Nation’s founding through to the  
Indian Wars, the Civil War, the Reconstruction, the industrialization, 
the First World War, and into the Great Depression. Part 2  
(1933-1939) of this collection provides researchers with an 
opportunity to explore many aspects of President Franklin 
Roosevelt’s New Deal, as documented in this rich primary source 
collection. This unparalleled collection is offered as a stand-alone  
or as an add-on module for seamless searching across ProQuest® 
Congressional. It is also designed to complement ProQuest  
Serial Set, 1789-1969.

ProQuest® History Vault 
Unlock unparalleled primary source  
material with a single search

ProQuest® History Vault is a continuously growing archival 
collection of primary source material that documents the most 
important and widely studied topics in 18th-20th century A 
merican history. This includes: slavery, plantation life, the African 
Americanstruggle for freedom, women’s rights, the Vietnam War, 
politics, immigration, military history and more. Users access 
materials such as: letters, scrapbooks, papers, financial records, 
photographs, and diaries for unique and personal insights into 
history. To learn more, visit www.proquest.com/go/histvault.
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•	 Now	complete:	NAACP	Papers - ProQuest and the National  
 Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)  
 have teamed up to digitize the association’s archives, bringing  
 one of the most famous records of the civil rights movement  
 online. This collection holds the distinction of being the most  
 heavily used collection in the Manuscript Division of the Library  
 of Congress. Lauded by Library Journal as “an essential  
 acquisition for libraries serving scholars in civil and human  
 rights, American History, criminal justice, social science and  
 political theory, military history and sociology. A tremendously  
 significant historical resource.”

•	 New:	U.S.	Military	Intelligence	Reports,	1911-1944   
 This collection offers comprehensive documentation of  
 developments and events in the key nations between  
 World War I and World War II. 

•	 New:	Thomas	A.	Edison	Papers – See how the inventor, 
 businessman, scientist, industrialist, entrepreneur and engineer,  
 Thomas Edison developed many of the technologies that have  
 shaped the modern world. 

•	 New:	Black	Freedom	Struggle	in	the	20th	Century,	 
 Organizational Records and Personal Papers, Part 2  
 This collection builds on the first two modules of the Black  
 Freedom struggle and includes new content covering the   
 records of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee  
 (SNCC), the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), and black   
 power pioneer Robert F. Williams. 

•	 Coming	soon:	Black	Freedom	Struggle	collection,	Federal	 
 Government - A fourth module will be added to the records  
 from both the Ford and Reagan administrations. 

•	 New:	U.S.	Diplomatic	Post	Records,	1914-1945 – This  
 collection consists of correspondence and reports from  
 American diplomats stationed around the world. The following  
 locations are covered in this module: Cuba, El Salvador,  
 Honduras, Nicaragua, Japan, Iran, Iraq, Beirut, Jerusalem,  
 Aden, Russia and the Soviet Union.

•	 Coming	soon:	OSS/State	Department	Intelligence	and	Research	 
 Reports, 1941-1961 - View special, classified reports assigned  
 to leading scholars by the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and  
 the State Department that were used to shape U.S. foreign  
 policy during World War II and the Cold War. Topics include: 

 – Political and military affairs of wartime Japan
 – The Nationalist-Communist struggle in China, including the  
  consolidation of power by Mao and the Chinese Communists

 – The Korean War
 – The postwar division of Germany
 – Reconstruction of Europe under the Marshall Plan
 – Soviet participation in World War II, the early years of  
  the Cold War, and the formation of the Warsaw Pact
  – African nationalism as well as economic stagnation  
  and famine
 – Communist movements in South America and U.S.  
  intervention in Central America
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“Some of the most highly-requested material in our research collection  
is now a part of Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century.  ProQuest  
is a dream come true for a museum whose mission is ‘sharing stories.’  
It is humbling to know that when our own building closes for the day at 
4:30 p.m. , the History Vault is open and researchers have the tools they 
need to explore our content.  ProQuest has become indispensable to the 
study of history in America.”                                                                                                            
— Gary T. Johnson, President, Chicago History Museum
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•	 Coming	soon:	New	Deal	and	World	War	II:	President	 
 Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Office Files and Records of Federal  
 Agencies – This collection features President Roosevelt’s  
 Office Files, documenting Roosevelt’s policies, responses to  
 crises, the internal working of the Roosevelt administration,  
 and his personal leadership style.

Trench Journals and Unit Magazines  
of the First World War 
Provide scholars with unique perspectives  
to contrast official histories of the conflict

This exceptional collection provides academic scholars with 
invaluable insights into the experiences of those serving in  
the First World War. Access more than 1,500 unit magazines, 
written and illustrated by and for servicemen and women of every 
involved nation, published between 1914 and the end of 1919.  
Visit our newly launched microsite, featuring a museum-like tour  
of the content: http://microsite.proquest.com/trench.

British Periodicals III 
Now available 

This collection focuses on 20th century content, especially  
the period of 1900-1950. Leading publications will continue  
to be non-scholarly titles devoted to arts, politics and society  
and will number between 20-25 journals. Key titles include: 
•	 Britannia and Eve – 1929 to 1957 
•	 The Bystander – 1903 to 1940 
•	 The Graphic – 1869 to 1932 
•	 The Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News  
 – 1874 to 1970 
•	 The Sketch – 1893 to 1959 
•	 The Sphere – 1900 to 1964 
•	 The Tatler – 1901 to 1968 

ProQuest® Executive Orders  
and Presidential Proclamations  
Now available 

Executive Orders are the formal means through which the 
President of the United States employs a wide range of actions 
related to the Federal Government’s internal operations and 
organization. Historically, these proclamations and orders  
have included: 

•	 Public announcements
•	 Presidential decisions concerning private individuals and  
 general administration decisions relating to such things as  
 the disposition of Federal Lands, Indian Affairs, and the  
 creation of Federal Agencies
•	 White House operations
•	 Military matters 
•	 Establishment of administrative and personal policies  
 at Federal agencies. 

This collection will complement both legislative and executive 
branch content and will provide researchers with the missing  
pieces to complete the picture of a historic event or trend.

ProQuest® Historical Statistical Abstracts  
of the U.S. 
New installments launching soon 

This digitized collection includes 132 years’ worth of Statistical 
Abstracts of the U.S. It will be released in 3 annual installments 
from 2014 to 2016. The initial release includes all content from 
1970 to 2012. The 2015 release will cover 1929 to 1969, and  
the 2016 release will cover 1878 to 1928.



EXPLORE THE HUMANITIES 
Bibliografía de la Literatura Española  
Now available   

Bibliografía de la Literatura Española is an essential bibliographic 
resource for international scholars of Spanish language, literature 
and culture. By providing indexed coverage of works related  
to Spanish literature in any language, including monographs,  
journal articles, literary works, book reviews, bibliographies,  
congress proceedings, and more, it allows researchers to quickly 
assess the scope of published work in the field and conduct a 
comprehensive literature review. The collection also includes  
some primary texts in Spanish language, along with translated 
editions and critical works. Bibliografía de la Literatura Española  
is now available on ProQuest where users can conduct more  
detailed searches, cross-search with related research information, 
and engage with workflow tools for an enhanced research 
experience.

ProQuest® Early European Books  
Collection 5 complete, Collection 6 launched   

Discover the origins and development of Western culture with 
ProQuest® Early European Books, which provides the most 
comprehensive digitized collection of rare books and incunabula 
available anywhere online. Over 30,000 works are currently 
included, with new titles added regularly. No other online source 
offers early modernists such a wide survey of the print output  
of Europe from 1450-1700.

•	 Now	available:	Collection	5 – This includes period works by  
 the ecclesiastical historian Louis Maimbourg, the anatomist  
 Jean Riolan, the self-proclaimed seer Nostradamus, diplomat  
 and traveler Peter Nuyts; as well as classical texts – printed  
 for widespread distribution to early-modern audiences – by  
 the likes of Aesop, Juvenal, Hippocrates, and Catullus. 

•	 Collection	6 – This will be the first collection dedicated solely  
 to a selection from the Bibliotheque nationale de France (BnF)  

 in Paris and contains over 1,400,000 digitally-preserved pages  
 from over 3,500 different works.  As wide-ranging in subject  
 matter as previous collections, Collection 6 is also valuable  
 for its wealth of French-language content, including original  
 works, as well as translations from classical literature and from  
 contemporary works in English, Spanish, Italian, Dutch and  
 German. Classical texts include editions of Homer, Herodotus,  
 Plato and Aristotle, as well as Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Cicero and  
 Julius Caesar.

•	 Coming	soon:	Collection	7 –This will contain additional  
 materials from Copenhagen and the Netherlands, it will  
 complete the History of Medicine content from the  
 Wellcome Library in London.  

•	 Coming	soon:	Collection	8 – This will be a second collection  
 from the BnF, totaling another 1,350,000 pages from  
 their collection.

SHARE AND COLLABORATE  
ProQuest Flow™   
Better serve researchers through integrated document 
management and collaboration      

Flow is a cloud-based research management and collaboration 
solution that helps researchers better manage citations and  
full-text documents to gain control over the research workflow, 
while providing insight for the library into the most used,  
saved and cited collections to help better serve library patrons. 
Through recent integrations with the ProQuest platform, Summon 
discovery service, and 360 Link, as well as third-party integration 
with commonly used tools like Google Docs, Microsoft Word, and 
Dropbox, researchers can now accomplish all of their research 
tasks within one simplified, integrated research workflow. Additional 
product integrations planned throughout 2015 will deliver greater 
efficiency and a more positive user experience across the complete 
research ecosystem. 
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EARLY EUROPEAN BOOKS - COLLECTION 6 IS NOW AVAILABLE! 
Researchers can now explore early modern European history and  
culture as it happened, unfiltered, as ProQuest has released the first  
2 million pages in 5,800 titles, from its massive digitization project  
with Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) in Paris.                                                                                                           
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PROQUEST® STATISTICAL ABSTRACTS OF THE 
WORLD CONTINUES TO GROW!! ADDITIONAL 
STATISTICAL ABSTRACTS OF 20 COUNTRIES 
WILL BE ADDED IN 2015.   

WORK WITHIN GLOBAL CONTENT  
Economist Intelligence Unit  
Country Reports Archive  
Now available    

This archive provides detailed worldwide coverage of political, 
economic and commercial developments from the Economist 
Intelligence Unit (EIU)’s historical Country Reports. Comprehensive 
quarterly overviews covering all countries from 1952 to 1995  
allow researchers to gain a thorough understanding of an event, 
policy or development.

This complete collection provides impartial, reliable analysis  
from a highly prestigious and respected provider; there are no  
gaps in coverage. Researchers can gain a thorough understanding 
of a historical event from one document through in depth reports 
and statistics. Downloadable figures and tables are able to be  
saved, analyzed, and manipulated in MS Excel. This content  
provides global coverage, all countries covered and there are  
specific reports for almost 200 countries. The Economist  
Intelligence Unit Country Reports are available online for the first 
time, which could save up to 120 feet of shelf space in a library.

ABI/INFORM   
Over 40m company profiles from Experian added    

The Experian Commercial Risk Database provides company  
profiles for over 40M U.S. companies, updated monthly. With  
over 30 years of experience in business credit, Experian collects  
data on both private and public companies, with special expertise  
in small and medium-sized businesses.  

These new reports allow students and researchers to see  
details such as contact information, size, industry, MSA, sales  
range, business type, bankruptcy information, credit risk and  
more - researching industries, market size and companies –  
ideal for a student assignment or job prospecting.

ProQuest® Statistical Abstracts of the World  
New content being added     

Currently the statistical abstracts of 51 countries are aggregated, 
making the content available through a single-search interface.  
An additional 20 countries will be added in 2015. These statistical 
abstracts are generally issued by the national statistical offices  
of foreign governments and contain country-level data not easily 
found elsewhere. Global and regional statistical compendia issued  
by international organizations and research firms are included. 
Search functions allow users to search across all content or  
within a single country.

ProQuest® International Datasets  
New content now available      

This collection now includes data from the United Nations Office 
on Drugs and Crime, United Nations Service Trade, the Kenya 
National Bureau of Statistics, France’s National Institute of Statistics 
and Economic Studies (Insee), Statistics Iceland, and Statistics 
South Africa. More data will flow in from national statistical offices 
in  Argentina, India, Greece, Poland and more; the United Nations 
Economic Commissions for Asia and the Pacific, and for Europe.  
An additional 25-30 national statistical office reports will be  
added in 2015.
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Economist Intelligence Unit  
Country Reports Archive



Orders and Inquiries:
http://www.proquest.com/go/D6001

Learn more online ...

GET SOCIAL WITH PROQUEST

Find local language sites, ebrary and EBL, ProQuest Dialog, Bowker, RefWorks, ProQuest Flow,  
and GradShare on Twitter and Facebook.

http://www.twitter.com/proquest

http://www.facebook.com/proquest

http://www.pinterest.com/proquest

http://www.youtube.com/proquestvideo

http://www.linkedin.com/company/proquest
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